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Parkview Lasercare is a clinic 
which specialises in laser 
and intense pulse light (IPL) 
treatments. “We offer a wide 
range of laser treatments 
for both men and women. 
We treat a wide range of 
concerns ranging from hair 
removal, tattoo removal, 
pigmentation and red vessel 
removal. We strive to deliver 
safe and effective treatments 
in a friendly and professional 
environment using medical-
graded, NHS supplied 
equipment”.

What inspired Parkview Lasercare?

As a newcomer to aesthetics we were initially

interested in hair and tattoo removal, but when we 

met with Lynton to discuss which systems were 

available, we were delighted to discover the

fantastic rejuvenation treatments we could offer 

with the Luminette Advance.

What Lynton equipment do you use 
at your clinic?

Along with the Luminette Advance we have a 

Luminette Q for tattoo removal. After speaking with 

the Lynton sales team it seemed that these two 

systems would be best suited to our business. We 

were very impressed with the knowledge of the 

sales team, and never felt pressured into 

getting a system that was out of our price range, 

the focus was always on what would best suit us 

as a start-up business.

And are you happy with the laser 
removal results you see? 

Absolutely! Over the last 4 years we have seen 

some very good results. Seeing my clients 

confidence grow throughout their course of 

treatments is invaluable. We have many clients 

who have been so impressed with their results 

that they go on to have further treatments. And of 

course, they tell their friends which can often lead 

to more referrals. 

What advice would you give to a clinic 
considering laser or IPL?

Do your research and ensure that you choose a

credible company with safe, reliable machines. Speak

to other clinic owners and hear what they have to say 

about equipment. The advice I had from other 

experienced clinic owners was invaluable.
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The fact that Lynton are an award-winning British 

company used by the NHS appealed greatly, along 

with the research and development that has meant 

that Lynton have been leaders in the aesthetics field 

for so many years. We always wanted to be certain 

that our equipment was safe to use and after a lot of 

research decided that this was the company for us. 

We like the whole package offered from sales advice 

to training and then on to maintenance programmes 

and clinical support.

Why did you choose Lynton as your 
aesthetic technology supplier? 

Helen Campbell - Clinic Director


